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____________________________________________________________________
Abstract
According to different studies of the infant cry, the sub-harmonic components or double series of fundamental
frequency as a rule does not occur in the crying of healthy neonates. An acoustic analysis was made of three samples
of cry signal (continuous signal or several short phonations), and six phonations of the vowel /a/ by pre-school children
with dysphonia and by school children with Down syndrome. This was a cross-sectional study of children (nine boys)
of different ages and with different disorders, including voice disorders such as dysphonia which occurred without any
other medical impairments, and the genetic disorder of Down syndrome. Acoustic analysis was made using MDVP,
Kay Elemetrics Computer software, a Real Time Frequency Analyser Type 2123 (Bruel and Kjaer), and the EZ Voice
Program for Voice Analysis (Voice Tek Enterprises, USA). Four different parameters were measured: fundamental
frequency, jitter, shimmer and degree of sub-harmonic components. Also, the focus of this study was to find and
explain, sub-harmonic components or bi-phonation, as an indicator of voice or other pathology. Descriptive statistics
of the acoustic data were obtained through Statistica for Windows, version 4.5.
Key words: infant cry, sub-harmonic components, jitter, shimmer, fundamental frequency, dysphonia, Down syndrome,
acoustical analyses
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Table 1.
Inter - correlation between acoustic parameters (9 boys). Marked correlation is significant at p < .05000

FOHZ
JITTER%
SHIMMDB
DSH%

FOHZ
1,00
,49
,72
-,10

JITTER%
,49
1,00
,36
,12

SHIMMDB
,72
,36
1,00
,12

DSH%
-,10
,12
,12
1,00

Legend:
FOHZ – fundamental frequency in Hz
JITTER% - jitter percent
SHIMMDB – shimmer in dB
DSH% - degree of sub-harmonic components percents
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Fig. 1. Fo and peak to peak amplitude of the sick infant cry
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Table 2.
Arithmetical means of four variables

FOHZ
JITTER%
SHIMMDB
DSH%

Mean dysph.
291,7667
,4533
,7900
15,8633

Mean cry
464,9333
1,9500
1,4767
12,0367

Mean Down
213,0667
1,0367
,8700
17,7733
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Fig. 2. Abnormal jitter and shimmer in group with Down syndrome
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Fig. 3. Multi – dimensional voice diagram in group with Down syndrome
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Fig. 4. Sub-harmonic components in group of boys with dysphonia

*Due to the limited space, only few figures and
acoustic pictures are presented.
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